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ECONOMIC INEQUALITY		
The world has changed. An invisibly
small virus has stopped the world in its
tracks and forced a seismic shift in our
collective conscience like no other crisis of
recent times—not the fires in the Amazon,
the melting of the icecaps, the loss of
biodiversity, or rampant economic and
social inequality—had been able to.
For the first time in 30 years, the global
Human Development Index is falling.
The pandemic has had a massive and
simultaneous impact on all the elements we
use to measure human well-being: health,
education, income.
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It’s not just a healthcare emergency. Covid-19 represents an opportunity for us to
open our eyes and find solutions to all the other emergencies we face: the climate and
environmental crisis; the economic crisis generated by an unsustainable development
model based on the impossible dream of infinite growth, a model which foments
social injustice and distributes our collective wealth ever more unequally; the social
exclusion of large sections of the population and denial of fundamental rights; the
drama of mass migration.
The food system has been deeply affected by the global healthcare
emergency. The Global Report on Food Crises published by the UN in April 2020
warns that the Covid crisis will have a dramatic impact on vulnerable populations’
access to food and household income, which is likely to push more than a quarter of a
billion to the brink of starvation. As such, the pandemic is not just a health crisis, but a
food crisis.
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The centrality of food. In this time of
crisis, food has been more central than
ever. Many people have rediscovered how
important it is for our physical and spiritual
well-being.
They’ve started cooking again, or even to
grow their own food, they’ve struggled to
find it, they’ve suffered a lack of access to
quality food, and they’ve understood how
strong the links that we form around food
can be.

a Better
Future

Our Food, Our Planet, Our Future. With Terra Madre 2020 we want to reiterate how
important good, clean and fair food is: for its environmental value as well as its taste.
When food is produced with respect for the environment it’s capable of contributing to
a better future for us and the entire planet.
We want to think about food according to a new geography, putting political borders
into the background and highlighting the primacy of the land and ecosystems (plains,
mountains, seas, rivers, lakes, cities). Food that has deep roots in its territory, where
traditions are culture; food that is key to a better future.
Biodiversity, education, advocacy. We think of food as a way to protect biodiversity,
as a foundation of education and as a tool for raising awareness.

New

Geographies

Highlands: care for the land as an
opportunity to revitalize local economies.
In the Highlands the protagonists are the
producers in mountainous and hilly areas:
mountain honeys, grass-fed cheeses,
tubers and roots (from Andean potatoes
to turnips), the legumes and cereals of the
hills (chickpeas, amaranth, teff) and bread
produced at high altitude (with rye flour or
farro), wild herbs, chestnuts, apples, agave
from the Mexican plateau, coffee. Here
we’ll show how systems of management
and care for the land (terraces, alpine
pastures, the andenes in Peru, the milpa
in Mexico) represent an opportunity to
reactivate local economies and a response
to widespread problems like depopulation,
hydrogeological instability, and the
difficulties of agricultural problems and
herding.

Water Lands: the well-being of the ecosystem depends on our recognition that the
oceans, seas and inland waters are a common good. They belong to all of us, and
we all need to take care of them. In the Water Lands we present projects focused on
sustainable fishing – from the Mediterranean to the Caribbean – and the defense of
the sea, the oceans and inland waters, as well as salts, oils, seaweed and of course
rice, the most important aquatic plant. We discuss our waters and oceans as a
common good at risk, and the necessity of developing protected areas, restoring value
to the work of small coastal communities and the role of Mediterranean landscapes.
We’ll also show how we can all contribute to taking care of the health of our waters by
fighting pollution and waste.

New

Geographies

Lowlands: the ecosystem which shows
the sharpest contrast between different
modes of production. On the one hand,
monocultures and intensive farms; on
the other, diversified small-scale farms,
a symbol of regeneration. Slow Food
proposes agroecology as a solution
to the spread of intensive agriculture,
monocultures, desertification and related
problems. At the same time, the reduction
of meat consumption and the promotion
of sustainable farming which is respectful
of animal welfare are part of the alternative
to industrialized animal farming and
deforestation.

Urban Lands: a fair and inclusive ecosystem where information and public awareness
can make the difference. Urban Lands are an essential part of our ecosystem division
for the simple fact that today more than half the world’s population live in urban
areas and the percentage is set to rise even further. On the one hand, their demand
makes them one of the principal causes of the climate crisis. On the other, they can be
laboratories for innovation, places to experiment with new models of living together
and development, promoting food policies which aim to mitigate our environmental
impact and transform our collective consumption.

A GLOBALLY-UNIQUE EVENT

Since 2004, Terra Madre has been a globally-unique event, where thousands
of physical communities meet each other every two years in Turin, people who
forge change in their local areas on a daily basis. It’s an event based on exchange,
relationships, solutions… In 2020 the Terra Madre journey continues: if the world
can’t come to Terra Madre, then we’ll bring Terra Madre around the world,
both online and offline.
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Let’s restart with Terra Madre as a
diffused and digital event. A unique
project and a completely renovated edition
which involves millions of people through
a digital platform which relaunches the
productive world and Italian agriculture,
and which tells the stories of food
around the world through thousands of
organized events on the local level, in a
process of infinite expansion.
Let’s restart from communities, who,
in these times of Covid-19, have mobilized
autonomously and put hundreds of projects
into action to overcome the difficulties of
physical distancing, to support small-scale
food producers and local economies, to
protect the most vulnerable.

Let’s restart from agriculture, hospitality and tourism. They’re among the
hardest-hit sectors, and Terra Madre can contribute to revitalizing them through
dedicated projects which have a positive impact on local economies (whether it’s
people participating physically in diffuse events or expanding their knowledge through
virtual participation).
Let’s restart from the present to redesign the future. We’ve always worked for
an economically-, environmentally- and socially-sustainable future. Now’s the time to
relaunch the challenge, to save the collective heritage that Slow Food, the City of
Turin and the Piedmont Region have built together.
Let’s restart on October 8 with a rich calendar of activities and
innovative formats that represent the new face of Terra Madre.
Let’s restart in October, but let’s construct a concept with a broader vision, and
a path that continues to be enriched with new digital content and new local
events until April 2021.

THE NEW EVENT

The potential audience for Terra Madre
2020 will be extremely wide and diversified
in terms of their interests and roles:
from informed consumers to producers,
passionate gastronomes, environmental
activists, schools and families, journalists
and experts, and companies both in the
food sector and beyond.
Terra Madre World envisages thousands
of events held over several months and
with a number of different formulas. In
160 countries across the world people will
be able to re-appropriate a concrete sense
of community, participate physically and
spread the message of Terra Madre in their
local areas.

terra madre
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world

For example:
• Diffuse dinners organized by the Slow Food Cooks’ Alliance and the Osterias
featured in the Slow Food guide (Osterie d’Italia published annually by Slow Food
Editore)
• Events in the Cities of Terra Madre which involve host families in Turin and
Piedmont in common activities, to safeguard the precious heritage of warmly
welcoming delegates from across the world that they have built up over the years
• Action Days, themed days on an international level in which the network focuses
on implementing practical and strongly-symbolic actions
• Farmers’ markets in which producers and consumers can establish direct contact
• Tastings held live and managed by convivia, Slow Food communities and local
groups to promote the biodiversity of each single territory
• Guided visits to farms and other places of food production so people may have
first-hand experience of what it means to make good, clean and fair food

THE NEW EVENT
A digital Terra Madre requires original
formats and a range of different tools to
preserve the appeal of the formula.
For example:
• A large e-commerce marketplace:
a platform which, like the physical
marketplace of Terra Madre Salone del
Gusto, is also a place of engagement and
education where exhibitors—selected
by the Slow Food network, with unique
characteristics, inspired by the principles
of good, clean and fair—can present their
work and sell their products
• Food Talks: writers, economists,
philosophers, anthropologists, ecologists
and educators together with farmers,
herders, fishers and cooks offer their vision
of the environment, agriculture and food.

terra madre
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• How is it made?: to discover jobs and techniques and expand our awareness, and
to learn how to make new dishes as shared by our guests
• Taste Workshops: tastings held online led by experts and accompanied with a
physical kit of products sent to participants in order to ensure a sensory experience
• Terra Madre Awards: international prizes dedicated to specific categories—the
cooks, producers, and fishers who best interpret the principles of Slow Food in their
work
• Online forums: stories of good practices on common themes (like agroecology,
family agriculture or edible cities, from markets to urban agriculture and anti-waste
recipes)
• Conventions and marathons: spaces where we offer inspiration on the
great themes of our time, not just with words, but by using different forms of
communication: art, music, photography…
• Training sessions aimed at producers on specific themes (for example Slow
principles applied to animal farming, or business digitalization)
• The Ark of Taste in schools: with dedicated kits made for specific products so
students at primary and secondary schools can study food biodiversity

THE NUMBERS

2018

2020

OUR
impact

TERRA MADRE
DIGITAL

258,000 unique visitors and
1.8 million page visualizations

1 million unique visitors and 6 million page
visualizations driven by an increase
in foreign audience

SOCIAL MEDIA

Reach of over 2 million across
our various social channels

Reach of over 6 million across our various
social channels with an increase in followers
and mentions

PRESS

1500 headlines in 79 countries
with more than 2500 total mentions
between articles, radio, TV and press
releases
At Lingotto Fiere in Turin
over 900 activities in the event
program, and 220,000 visitors

1800 headlines in 80 counties
with more than 3000 total mentions between articles,
radio, TV and press releases

TERRA MADRE
WORLD

In the network in Turin, Piedmont, Italy and 160
countries across the world thousands of programmed
events and over 1 million participants

The debate on the future of food
• A strong message doesn’t just reach millions of people around the world, it also makes an impact on their behavior.
With a global call to action, we’ll invite people to write the future of food, together
• With surveys, challenges and other tools we’ll measure the impact of our message

THE NETWORK

the
mobilization
of the

network

For Terra Madre 2020 we’ll mobilize the Slow Food network at all levels.
The network is composed of:
• 1 million activists
• 100,000 members
• 160 countries
• 1500 convivia
• 2400 communities
Our projects include:
• 5199 products on the Ark of Taste
• 587 Slow Food Presidia
• 1141 osterias, restaurants, bistrots, pizzerias and street kitchens that are part of the
Slow Food Cooks’ Alliance
• 69 Earth Markets
• Slow Food Travel, Narrative Labels, a new project dedicated to communities
of change and much more.

THE NETWORK
The network communicates across numerous platforms and
social pages (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter), including:
• Slow Food Italia >> 400,000 followers
• Slow Food International >> 315,000 followers
• Slow Food Events >> 70,000 followers
• Slow Food USA >> 700,000 followers
• Slow Food Brazil >> 120,000 followers
• Slow Food Deutschland >> 28,000 followers
• Slow Food Kenya >> 3000 followers
• Slow Food Uganda >> 26,000 followers
• Slow Food China >> 2500 followers
• Slow Food Nippon >> 2500 followers
• Slow Food Youth Network >> 25,000 followers
As well as many other pages in Latin America, the Caribbean,
North America, Europe, Asia and Oceania, including numerous
regional and local pages and channels.

TOGETHER WE CAN DESIGN
A DIFFERENT FUTURE. TOGETHER,
WE CAN BUILD A BETTER WORLD.

the
mobilization
of the

network

We maintain dialog with:
• International organizations and institutions, e.g. the FAO,
the UN Food Summit, IFAD, the Agroecology Fund, the Global
Alliance for the Future of Food, IPES Food, Food Solutions New
England, Ecochallenge.org, the Alliance for Food Sovereignty
in Africa, EU Environment, EU Agriculture, the WKKF Kellogg
Foundation
• Italian organizations and institutions

AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
We’ll engage individuals through a unique platform where
they can access:
• Digital libraries, videos, and tool-kits for action
• Keynote speeches
• Taste workshops and experiences
• High-quality training
• Debates
• A network of other like-minded individuals from
around the world
The content of the event website will be made free for selected Terra
Madre delegates.

Terra
Madre
World

AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
Placing our communities at the heart of Terra Madre:
• In order to mobilize individuals, communities and media
attention for six months, we’ll dedicate different parts of the timeline
to specific topics. This will give communities the opportunity to
choose which topics they’re most interested in, and to share their
ideas and plans of action accordingly. The best ideas, actions and
events will become Terra Madre World Hotspots, with the possibility
of capturing international attention by live streaming on the event
website
• They’ll be able to connect and unite with thousands of other likeminded communities
We’ll evaluate our impact on behavioral change and learn
from the experience
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